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The October Game

Mitch put the gun back into the bureau drawer...

No, not that way. Louise wouldn't suffer that way. She would be dead and it would be over and she wouldn't suffer. It's very important that this thing have, above all, duration. Duration through imagination. How can I prolong her suffering? How, first of all, can I bring it about? Well...

The man standing before the bedroom mirror carefully fitted his cuff links together. He paused long enough to hear the children run by swiftly on the street below, outside this warm two-story house, like so many gray mice, the children... like so many leaves...

By the sound of the children, you knew the calendar day. By their screams, you knew whatever evening it was. You knew it was very late in the year, October. The last day of October, with white bone masks and cut pumpkins and the smell of dropped candle fat.

A Horror Suspense Story
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Mitch had never liked October... even since he first lay in the autumn leaves before his grandmother's house many years ago and heard the wind and saw the empty yew, it had made him cry, without a reason...

No, things hadn't been right for some time. October didn't help any. If anything, they made things worse. He nodded slowly at his image in the mirror... adjusting his black bow-tie...

If this were spring, then perhaps he might have a chance. But tonight, all the world is burning down into ruin. There's no green of spring, none of the promise...

But it was different tonight. There was a feeling of autumn coming to last a million years. He had been crying quietly all evening. It didn't show on his face. It was all somewhere hidden. But it wouldn't stop...

DADDY? MARION?

As he finished his bow-tie and puy his hand coay, Marion appeared in the doon, all skeletonous. From the mask, blonde hair showed, from the blue eyes smiled. Mitch sighed. Marion... and Louise... the two silent denouncers of his virility, his dank power...

From under the mask, blonde hair showed, from the skull sockets, small blue eyes smiled. Mitch sighed, Marion... and Louise... the two silent denouncers of his virility, his dank power.

And a lihtly of yhay sadness returned each year to him. It always went away with the spring...

There was a soft running in the hall. It was Marion, his little one, all eight quiet years of him, never a word. Just her luminous gray eyes and her wondering little mouth. Marion had been in and out all evening, trying on various masks, asking him which was mosy yennifying, most horrible. They'd been finally decided...

The skeleton mask, dear, isn't it just it'll 'scare the beans'? Awful, Daddy? I like it, too!

DADDY? COMING DOWN, DADDY? IN A MOMEHT...
What alchemy had there been in Louise that took the dark of a dark man and bleached and bleached the dark brown eyes and black hair and washed and bleached the ingrown baby all during the period before birth until the child was born, Marion, blonde, blue eyes, ruddy-cheeked...

Sometimes he suspected that Louise had conceived the child as an idea, completely asexual, a conception of contemptuous mind and cell. As a firm rebuke to him, she had produced a child in her own image. Her eyes, that day in the hospital, were cold. They'd said...

I have a blonde daughter, Mitch. Look...

Louise had never wanted a child. She'd been frightened of the idea of birth. He'd forced the child on her. It had been very easy for Louise to hate this husband who so wanted a son that he'd give his only wife over to a mortuary. When Mitch had put out a hand to touch, the mother had turned away to conspire with her new pink daughter-child, away from the dark forcing murderer...

No, don't touch her...

Louise...

And it had all been so beautifully ironic. His selfishness deserved it. The doctor had shaken his head and said...

Sorry, Mr. Wilder, your wife will never have another child. This was the last one!

Now it was October again. There had been other Octobers. He'd thought of the long winters, year after year, the endless months mortared into the house by an insane fall of snow, trapped with a woman and child, neither of whom loved him...

During the eight years, there had been respite. In spring and summer he'd got out, walked, went to ball games; there were desperate solutions to the desperate problem of a hated man...
But in winter, the hikes and games and escapes fell away with the leaves. Life, like a tree, stood empty, the fruit picked, the sap run to earth. And now, the eighth winter coming, he knew things were finally at an end. He simply could not wear this one through... 

Ooooh! The bell! They’re ringee!!

There was an acid walled off in him that had slowly eaten through tissue and tissue over the years... And now, tonight, it would reach the wild explosive in him and all would be over. Downstairs, there were shouts and hilarity... Marion, greeting the first arrivals... Louise, taking parents’ coats... 

A rich syrupy smell of candy filled the bustling house. Louise had laid out apples in new skins of caramel. There were vast bowls of punch fresh-mixed... Stringed apples in each doorway... Scooped, vented pumpkins peering triangularly... And a waiting tub of water in the center of the living room, waiting with a sack of apples nearby for the bobbling to begin...

Mitch walked toward the stairs. He hesitated... Why don’t I just pack a suitcase and leave? No, not without hurting Louise as much as she’s hurt me. Divorce wouldn’t hurt her at all. No, I must hurt her figure some way to take Marion away from her legally. Yes. That’s it. That would hurt most of all. To take Marion away.

He descended the stairs. Louise didn’t look up. The children shouted and waved as he came down... Hello, down there! Hi, Mr. Wilder! Hi!

Life, like a tree, stood empty, the fruit picked, the sap run to earth. And now, the eighth winter coming, he knew things were finally at an end. He simply could not wear this one through...
By ten o'clock the doorbell had stopped ringing, the apples were bitten from stringed doors, the pink child faces were wiped dry from apple bobbling, napkins were smeared with caramel and punch, and he, the husband, had taken over. He took the party right out of Louise's hands. He ran about, talking to the twenty children and the twelve parents, who were happy with the special spiked cider he'd fixed them...

He supervised Pin the Tail on the Donkey...

Spin the Bottle

Musical Chairs...

...and all the rest, midst fits of shouting laughter. Then, in the triangular-eyed pumpkin shine, all house lights out, he cried.

Hush! Follow me!

The children crowded after the husband, squealing. He made a mock shiver...

Abandon hope... All ye who enter here.

The parents chuckled...

One by one, the children slid down a slide, which Mitch had fixed up from table sections, into the dark cellar. He hissed and shouted ghastly utterances after them. A wonderful wailing filled the dark pumpkin-lighted house. Everybody talked at once. Everybody but Marion. She'd gone through the party with a minimum of sound. It was all inside her, all of the excitement and joy...

WEEEEEE. BOLLY, IT'S DARK. HURRY...

Now, the parents, with laughing reluctance they slid down the incline, uproarious, while Marion stood by, always wanting to see it all, to be the last. Louise went down without Mitch's help. Marion stood by the slide Mitch picked her up...

Here we go.
They sat in a vast circle in the cellar. Warmth came from the distant bulk of the furnace. The chairs stood in a long line down each wall, twenty squealing children, twelve rustling relatives, alternately spaced. They had all grooped to their chairs in the blackness, the entire program from here on was to be enacted in the dark, he as Mr. Interlocutor... WARMTH CAME FROM THE DISTANT BULK OF THE FURNACE. THE CHAIRS STOOD IN A LONG LINE DOWN EACH WALL, TWENTY SQUEALING CHILDREN. TWELVE RUSTLING RELATIVES, ALTERNATELY SPACED. THEY HAD ALL GROPED TO THEIR CHAIRS IN THE BLACKNESS, THE ENTIRE PROGRAM FROM HERE ON WAS TO BE ENACTED IN THE DARK, HE AS MR. INTERLOCUTOR...

THE WITCH IS DEAD, SHE HAS BEEN KILLED, AND HERE IS THE KNIFE SHE WAS KILLED WITH.

THE WITCH IS DEAD, AND THIS IS HER HEAD.

He handed over the knife. It was passed from hand to hand, down and around the circle, with chuckles and little odd cries and comments from the adults.

"HUSH, YOU'LL SPOIL EVERYTHING."

Oh, I know how this game is played. He gets some old chicken innards and he hands them around saying 'These are her innards!', and he makes a clay head and passes it for her head, and passes a soup bone for her arm, and he takes a marble and says 'This is her eye', and some corn for her teeth and a sack of plum pudding and gives that and says, 'This is her stomach'. I know how this is played!

Mitch said...

"The witch came to harm, and this is her arm."

"The witch is dead, and this is her head."
Shot from hand to hand with small scream after scream, the items went down the line, down, down, to be followed by another and another. The husband said:

**The witch is cut apart, and this is her heart.**

Six or seven items moving at once through the laughing, trembling dark, Louise spoke up...

Marion don't be afraid, it's only play.

Marion didn't speak. Louise asked...

**Marion? Are you afraid?**

Marion? She's all right. She's not afraid.

...said the husband. Marion didn't say anything...

On and on the passing, the screams, the hilarity. The autumn wind sighed about the house, and he, the husband, stood in the dark cellar, intoning the words, handing out the items. Louise's voice came again from far across the cellar...

Marion?

Everybody was talking...

Marion, answer me, are you afraid?

Everybody quieted...

Marion didn't answer. The husband stood there at the head of the dark cellar... Louise called...

**Marion, are you there?**

No answer. The room was silent...

Where's Marion? Maybe she's upstairs?

Marion!

No answer... it was quiet...
There was a scraping of a chair, wildly, in the dark. Louise gasped. No, no, don’t turn on the lights. Don’t turn on the lights, oh God, God, God. Don’t turn them on. Please, please don’t turn on the lights.

Louise was shrieking now. The entire cellar froze with the scream. Nobody moved.

The items stopped passing. The children and adults sat with the witches’ items in their hands. Everyone sat suspended in the sudden frozen task of this October game; the wind blew outside, bashing the house. The smell of pumpkins and apples filled the room with the smell of the objects in their fingers while one boy cried.

I’ll go upstairs and look!

...and he ran upstairs hopefully and out around the house four times, around the house, calling.

Marion, Marion, Marion!

...and at last coming slowly down the stairs into the waiting, breathing cellar and saying to the darkness.

I can’t find her...

Then some idiot turned on the lights...
I knew somebody was in the lodge the minute I hit the clearing. I'd been away all day hunting down an elusive deer and had started back empty handed. I saw the faint wisp of smoke curling upward from the fieldstone chimney and drifting off into the gathering twilight. I remembered having put out the fire that morning. Instinctively, I pulled the bolt on my Savage 30-30 and slid it home. Then I kicked the door open...

All night. Get your... hanos... what the...

A... a... girl! Oh! You... you frightened me! Is... this your cabin?

I nearly dropped my rifle. She'd been standing before the fireplace and had spun around as I barged in. She shrank backward at the sight of the gun pointing at her...

I just stood there staring at her. She was a vision of loveliness. The most beautiful creature I'd ever seen. Her blonde hair, catching the firelight, fell like a golden waterfall about her bare shoulders. She clutched the borrowed bed sheet tightly about her so that it accentuated the soft flowing curves of her shapely body...

I said... is this your cabin? Huh? Oh... yes! It... is!
Behind her, a makeshift clothesline strung before the fireplace held pink lacy underthings, a pair of sheer stockings, a light blue blouse, and a dark blue skirt. Below, a pool of water rippled...

"I was lost. I fell in the stream out there. Your door was open. So..."

"Lost? What's a girl like you doing up here in the first place?"

My father owns a lodge like this... out there somewhere. I came up alone, for a rest. This morning I wandered away and couldn't find my way back. I got panicky...

So you started running... only it wasn't in the right direction...

"My father owns a lodge like this... out there somewhere. I came up alone, for a rest. This morning I wandered away and couldn't find my way back. I got panicky..."

My father owns a lodge like you started running... only it wasn't in the right direction...

She dropped her eyes and smiled, her soft lips parting, revealing white even teeth...

"I guess that's what happened. I wandered around all day, then I saw your cabin. I thought it was mine..."

"Uh-uh! I got soaked to my skin. I built the fire and... oh, I hope you don't mind! I borrowed this sheet off the bed in there..."

"Lucky thing... with me busting in here like that!"

"I'll get into my things. They must be dry..."

"Hold it a minute..."

I moved toward her. She stopped as if she'd suddenly been frozen. I reached out and touched her clothes...

"They're still wet. You'll catch a death of cold if you put them back on. I'll lend you something to wear."

"Thank you..."

"Here, these ought to do till tomorrow."

"Tomorrow!?!"
She took the clothes and went into the bedroom and shut the door. I smiled, thinking about all the books I'd read with situations like this. I'd never believed it could happen except in books. Alone, with a beautiful girl, in a cabin deep in the woods...

You must be hungry! Starved

I saw her knuckles whiten as she gripped the knife she was using to cut the bread...

Daddy just bought the cabin last month. It used to belong to...to...oh, dear. I can't remember their name.

That's okay. We'll find it.

We ate in silence. Cathy seemed nervous. She started at each little sound outside. I studied her. She was twenty...maybe twenty-one...with the kind of face you'd see on magazine covers. She saw me staring at her and smiled...

Tell me about yourself, Bob. Married? Got a girl?

No to both questions, you?

Not any more. I was engaged. But...well, that's all over with now. I came up here to forget.

Oh you break it off. Or him?

I went into the kitchen and lit the kerosene stove. Then I started opening some cans. She came in after a while...

Here let me do that!

Say.
She got up from the table and moved into the living room. She looked around.

Me! It was a big mistake. Sure, here! Got a cigarette?

She curled up on the couch before the fire and bent over and lit her cigarette. She drew in the smoke, pursed her lips and blew it out into my face impishly...

But why talk about what's over and done with? Why not talk about what's yet to begin?

She looked into my eyes invitingly.

Meaning us! It's...it's pretty dark out there. I don't think I'd run...

I started to back off, to sit down in the chair nearby. But she patted the couch cushion beside her...

Not there, Bob. Here. By me...

She was making things difficult for me. I slid down beside her and she put her head on my shoulder. She stared into the fire and beyond it, smiling...

It's nice here like this...just the two of us.

She put her fingers to my lips. She shook her head whispering softly, her chest rising and falling with each breath she drew...

Don't say anything, Bob. Don't spoil this. Kiss me...

I pulled her to me and she came anxiously, almost savagely. Her lips were warm and eager, and she pressed against me as we clung to each other...

Bob...darling... Baby.
That night Cathy was a furnace of consuming passion and I was her stoker, toward dawn the fire had died to a pile of burning embers. The cabin had chilled and Cathy shivered as I held her in my arms...

I'll put another log on... No, don't! Hold me.

Then I stirred up the fire and put a few logs on and sat down on the chair and lit my pipe. I watched the flames leaping hungrily, licking at the dry fuel. I looked at Cathy... beautiful, desirable Cathy...

I was wide awake. My mind was racing at top speed, filled with a million churning thoughts. Cathy... Cathy...

All my life I've looked for her. All my life. And now, she's here... beside me... and she's mine.

I flipped on the radio and turned it to the local station, and the music came up softly... filling the room.

And now for the latest news. Police are combing the countryside north of here in search of a...

The news announcer's raspy voice interrupted my reverie. I reached for the knob to turn it off...

... in search of a young woman who escaped from the state hospital for the criminally insane yesterday. Citizens are warned to stay indoors. This woman is dangerous.

She is five feet four inches tall, 22 years old, with natural blonde hair. Last seen by a hunter in the wooded section east of the state highway, dressed in the institution's regular blue uniform. However, she will probably attempt to rid herself of these tell-tale clothes...
I stared at the blue blouse and skirt hanging on the line near the fireplace. The announcer continued...

Originally committed to the state hospital for the cold-blooded stabbing of the man to whom she was engaged, this woman is deemed capable of killing again! All precautions should be taken...

My blood froze in my veins. I looked at Cathy. She fit the description perfectly. And she did have that blue outfit. Was Cathy the maniac they were looking for?

And... and I've been here with her... alone with her.

The radio had awakened me. I snapped it off. I wondered how much she'd heard.

Yawn... Was that the news? Did they... Hmmm... say anything about me?

Uh-uh! I like these.

She sat up. She looked at me queerly... of course, I forgot. How silly of me. Cathy, your clothes are dry. Don't you want to put them on?

Uh-uh! I like these. C'mon! It's getting light out.

I started for the door. Cathy followed me...

Where are we going, Bob?

We were outside the door now. Cathy caught my arm. I could feel her fingernails digging in...

I don't have to go back, Bob. I can stay here for a while. Can't you want me to?

Sure, Cathy! Sure...

It all added up. The uniform she didn't want to put back on... her description... her phony story of her father's cabin... her slip about the news broadcast... and now, not wanting to leave... and us being engaged...
Cathy was the escaped maniac the police were looking for! And... she was capable of killing again! I knew what I had to do... I slammed the door and locked it. Cathy stood outside, dumb-founded...

She started to cry...

Then... last night... sob... it didn't mean anything to you.

Bob! let me in! I don't understand!

Don't you? I know what you are, Cathy!

Bob! oh, Lord! let me in!

It won't work. Baby! it won't work! now, scram!

Bob! wait...

I sat down in a chair facing the door with my 30-30 across my lap. Suddenly Cathy began to pound on the door... furiously... shouting...

Bob! oh, Lord! let me in!

And then Cathy screamed. It was an ear-splitting shriek that made me shiver...

Then... silence. outside, I could hear her moving around. I wasn't falling for anything. I waited. After a while, a sickly finger of red reached in under the door and pooled out over the floor...

Good Lord! Blood!

I leaped to the door and flung it open. I stared down at Cathy's nude white body with the knife sticking out of her neck and the coarse blue uniform flung carelessly over her with the stenciled letters: 'State Hospital for the Criminally Insane...'

Cathy... my God.

At the edge of the clearing, a figure with blonde hair, dressed in my blue jeans and T-shirt, was just disappearing into the thick woods...
Bat Parker sniffed deeply at the ether-soaked sponge, and felt the shabby room melting in front of him. His eyes blinked open and he managed to focus on the doctor for a second. Everything was going to be okay; the sawbones was all set to go to work with his scalpel, and Danny was tight behind him with a gun jammed in the doc’s back. Danny was a good kid . . . he’d make sure this unlicensed quack did what he had been told. And the liquor the old doctor had sopped up wouldn’t do any harm, either . . . Steadied his nerves . . . strengthened the hand that was going to amputate Bat’s gangrenous leg!

It had been only two hours ago that Bat—half-delirious when they carried him into the little rural hospital—heard the hick Police Surgeon mutter: “The whole leg’s become one big festering wound! Gangrene’s set in around those slugs already . . . if we don’t amputate at the hip, the prisoner’s a goner before nightfall! Only way we can save his worthless life is to cut off his right leg!”

The Constables, who had captured Bat after a furious gun-fight, went into a nervous discussion of what to do with the biggest catch of their lives; Bat, thrashing from side to side with delirium, had become aware suddenly of a shadow flitting surreptitiously into the hospital room. Even through the wave of pain which engulfed him in spasms, Bat realized that Danny—who had somehow eluded the cops during the ambush in which Bat had been so seriously wounded—had succeeded in sneaking back to help his boss. As Bat
propped himself on one elbow, he heard Danny's husky voice creating a stir in the hospital room. "Just stay where you are, coppers!" Danny was saying, his gun leveled ominously. "One twitch and I empty this roscie into the nearest belly!"

Bat must have fainted then, for he remembered nothing until the agoo of jouncing along a dirt road awakened him. Danny was at the wheel, peering intently at the rutted road. "W-Where... am... I...?" Bat whispered, a shudder of pain pulsing through his swollen right leg. "T-The hick hospital...?"

"Miles behind us," Danoy said. "We're on our way to that old sawbones who usta work for the mob. That amputation. I heard 'em talking about... Doc Spender, with some hooch under his belt, can do it in his place!"

Bat had passed out again, and when he came to he was stretched out on a table in the old doc's living room. Even through the ether that was making him drowsy, he knew that Danny had gotten the doc drunk enough to perform the amputation. In a few more minutes Bat would have no right leg... but it was better than rotting of gangrene...

...They were in the car again, but this time Danny was alone in the front, with Bat bundled up on the rear seat.

"Went off fine," Danny said, intent on the road yawning in front of them. "Funny how Spender can perform surgery only when he's plastered! That leg came off near as you'd want it!"

"A-All over, eh?" Bat whispered. "I guess it coulda been worse. That leg bad to go before it killed me. And I still have one pin left..."

Almost without realizing it, Bat reached out to pat his left leg reassuringly. "G-Good Lord!" he screeched aloud. "T-That drunken idiot... h-he amputated m-my LEFT LEG!"
Dear Editor,

I would like to shake the band of Ray Bradbury for his masterpiece, "The Small Assassin" (S.S. No. 7). It was great. Superbly written. The best E. C. story I've ever read.

J. S. Di Cicco
Brooklyn, N. Y.

I've just finished reading the latest E. C. Bradbury adaptation, and all I can say is it's TOPS. I certainly am glad E. C. has the honor of adapting Bradbury's stories instead of one of the companies that put out those crummy imitations of your magazines. They would have wrecked his stuff.

Ernie City
Chicago, Ill.

...As for Ray Bradbury, I wish you'd keep his stories coming forever.
Robert Ott
Port Jervis, N. Y.

...I hope you will have many more of Mr. Bradbury's stories in your magazines.
William Emmish
Beverly, Mass.

...I was certainly pleased to find that you have put Ray Bradbury's stories in your E. C. magazines. I don't think you could have chosen a better author. Probably his best, and least known, horror story, is "The October Game." Could you possibly adapt it in the near future?
Don Albright
Muncie, Ind.

...My God, what's Ray Bradbury got against children? He must have been a mean child. He writes as if children are the downfall of the world. First, it was "Let's Play Poison," in Vault of Horror No. 29, and then it was "The Small Assassin," in Shock SuspenStories No. 7...
Dick Arthur
(no address given)

Well, Dorn, by now you've seen our adaptation of "The October Game," and let us assure you that we not only agree it's the best horror story Bradbury ever wrote...we think it's the best horror story we've ever read...bar none! As for you, Dick, we trust "The October Game" has made you happy!!!--editors

Reader Dick Arthur's letter goes on to ask:

What is the cover of Shock SuspenStories No. 7 supposed to mean? A man burning up, while another man is outside in a storm?

And there were many others, such as:

...I was pleased as punch to see a Feldstein cover on Shock SuspenStories again. It hasn't been one.

Gerri Volchok
N. Y. C.
When he came downtown on those rare visits to pick up provisions or the packages of chemicals and equipment that waited for him at the local post office, it was as though the people on the streets had suddenly been stricken dumb. It seemed like invisible hands had been clapped over their mouths, smothering their words in their throats, cutting off their conversations. He would walk past their stares, through their silent distrust and hate, and finish his business quickly and leave. They had no use for him in the town. They despised his meddling in things they did not understand...

Doctor Conrad Rivers had come to the quiet town of Millville two years before. He'd arrived in a station wagon filled with chemicals and electronic equipment and laboratory apparatus, and he'd stood on the dusty sidewalk amid the hostile stares, the silent resentment at a stranger, and he'd smiled. He'd felt their animosity toward him almost immediately, but he'd smiled, determined to win their friendship and respect.

A science-fiction suspense story.
I ASSURE YOU, I WILL NOT BLOW UP MILLVILLE, GENTLEMEN. I AM NOT ENGAGED IN ANY KIND OF EXPERIMENTS OF THAT NATURE. MY WORK DEALS WITH THE ORGANIC...

IN SIMPLE TERMS, MY FRIENDS, I AM ATTEMPTING TO CREATE LIFE IN A TEST TUBE.

CREATE LIFE? YOU MEAN LIKE FRANKENSTEIN?

NOT AT ALL. I AM TRYING TO CREATE LIVING PROTOPLASM CHEMICALLY. PROTOPLASM IS THE LIVING MATERIAL OF WHICH ALL LIFE IS BASICALLY CONSTRUCTED... FROM THE SINGLE-CELLED AMOEBA, TO MAN, WITH HIS BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF CELLS.

NOW, SCIENCE KNOWS EXACTLY WHAT THE CHEMICAL MAKEUP OF PROTOPLASM IS. IT KNOWS EACH ELEMENT AND ITS EXACT PROPORTION. YET, WHEN THESE ELEMENTS ARE COMBINED, THE RESULTANT DOES NOT LIVE.

MAYBE IT AIN'T SUPPOSED TO, STRANGER, MAYBE IT AIN'T YOUR BUSINESS TO BE ABLE TO MAKE A BUNCH OF CHEMICALS LIVE?

WE DON'T WANT PEOPLE IN THIS TOWN WHO NOSE AROUND WITH WHAT AIN'T THEIR BUSINESS, STRANGER.

YOU BETTER MOVE ALONG, STRANGER. TAKE YOUR CHEMICALS AND JUNK AND FIND SOME OTHER PLACE TO LIVE.

BUT THERE'S A POUND THERE, IN THE SHOWCASE. THAT'S SOLD. THE WIDOW JONES CALLED UP THIS MORNIN'. NO BACON...

GOOD MORNING, MR. KEARNS. I'D LIKE HALF A POUND OF BACON.

NO BACON.

BROTS JA.

THAT'S SOLD. THE WIDOW JONES CALLED UP THIS MORNIN'. NO BACON...
At first it was little things that the doctor overlooked, but as the weeks and months crawled by, the manifestations of the resentment toward him became more apparent...

A campaign of silence had begun. Rarely a word was spoken to the doctor. The porch-sitters and old timers that hung around the stores in town clammed up when he approached, but the children voiced their elder's bitterness.

But the doctor had felt no malice toward his persecutors. He'd gone into town and...

He'd looked down at the splinters of glass and the simmering chemicals, and he'd shaken his head.

But Doctor Rivers ignored their abuses and stubbornly continued on with his work...

One day, a rock was pitched through his laboratory window... Smashing a beaker of solution he'd labored so long to produce.

But the doctor had felt no malice toward his persecutors. He'd gone into town and...

He looked down at the splinters of glass and the simmering chemicals, and he'd shaken his head.

But the doctor had felt no malice toward his persecutors. He'd gone into town and...

I have a window that needs fixing. All booked up this week. Maybe next week...

He's too durn stubborn, Enos!

Maybe we ought to nudge him a bit.

Maybe he'll take the hint and move, En, Jed?
And along with the abuses he suffered, came repeated failure after failure. The experimental solutions the doctor prepared showed no signs of life. Beaker after beaker of discarded formulas lined his shelves...

But he would not be discouraged. Each failure brought redoubled effort... Each abuse, increased determination...

That spark of life... That intangible something that will shock these elements into combining, and living, and growing. What is it? Where can I find it?...

And along with the doctor's growing desire for the success of his experiments came the townsfolk's mounting anger and frustration at their failure to make him leave...

I say let's run him out! He ought to be tarred and feathered!

Until, one night...

C'mon! Let's teach him a lesson!

Let's show him he ain't wanted! Let's show him good!

Let's go...

They moved through the darkened streets... picking up more and more as they moved along...

Where y'goin'? Gonna run the doc out of town!

...until an angry hostile crowd, shouting and cursing and flinging invectives, stormed the old house...

Bust the door down! He won't open up!

One... Two... Three...

Doctor Rivers stood in his laboratory... defiant... calm. They crowed in, his voice was controlled, with no trace of fear...

What you are doing is wrong. You are breaking the law. You have no right to...

Get him...
The helpless doctor was lifted bodily by strong hands and carried from the laboratory. Other angry fists smashed test tubes and bottles and apparatus.

NO! NO! MY SOLUTIONS... MY WORK!

Suddenly the struggling doctor stiffened and screamed in pain, clutching his chest.

MY... HEART...

GASP...

GET HIM INTO HIS STATION WAGON...

WAIT! HOLD IT!

PUT HIM DOWN...

They laid him on the dew-moistened grass and stood around him, gasping and catching their breath. And they watched his eyes glaze and lose their expression until they stared blindly at the stars...

AND THAT!

THAT'S WHAT WE THINK OF YOUR WORK, DOC!

CRASH!

HE... HE'S DEAD!

HEART ATTACK!

And in the sink, the countless failures, the unsuccessful solutions, a life's work, shimmered and twisted and ran sadly down the drain...

...down into darkness and dampness, through foul-smelling pipes and rusted conduits, into the sewerage system of the town...

Inside the old house, there was silence. The laboratory lay in ruins...
Out of the muck and pollution, it drew its life. It fed upon the excrements and bilge and dregs of the community above. And it grew. It grew larger.
The refuse nurtured it...

And when the leavings and the wastage of the people above no longer satiated the growing sucking thing, it sought out the people themselves.

Jed had been taking a shower. He never noticed the sickly glob ooze up from the drain.

Martha stared in horror as Jed dragged himself from the bathroom. Only stumps remained where had once been healthy legs...

Enos scooped handfuls of water from the basin and dashed them on his face, chasing the sleep from his eyes. He never noticed the rubber stopper lift and the ooze fill the basin...

When he looked at his hands, they were stripped of their flesh. When he looked at his face, he saw the personification of death...

And these were only the beginning...
My lips are parched and swollen and cracked, my tongue is dry and searches my mouth for moisture, but finds none. I lie on the burning hot sand, staring up at the cloudless sky. The glaring sun bakes down, and my eyes smart but they do not tear, for I have had no water for four days. I lie on the steaming desert badlands and I watch the buzzards circling lazily, screaming and swooping hungrily, and I wait...

"C'mon, you lousy vultures! C'mon down here and feast! C'mon down here and set me free!"

I try to remember how it all began. How I came to be lying here, in the middle of nowhere, waiting for the carrion birds to drop down and sink their razor sharp talons into flesh and tear and rip and free me from the jaws of death. I see it now the ribbon of concrete stretching across the desert, sweeping beneath my speeding carwheels...

"He's gaining on me! I'll never make it!"

"Beside me, on the car seat, thirty thousand dollars rested in a black satchel. Thirty thousand dollars for which I'd held up a bank and murdered a guard. Ahead, easy living and women and fancy clothes waited, smiling, beckoning. But right behind me, closing the gap between us, his siren wailing, came the state trooper..."

"You'll never get me, copper. I'll... kill you first!"

"Reed Crandall!"
And then I slammed my foot on the brakes. The tires squealed along the concrete, marking a double black line of burned rubber. I waited for the impact of the trooper and his motorcycle mashing into the rear of my car.

**SUCKER...**

But the sound of metal crashing against metal and the dull thud of flesh and bone splashing against steel never came. My car swerved, skidding onto the gravel shoulder of the road, and everything started whirling crazily as it spun over...

**YAAEeee eee**

That was all. I slipped into a world of darkness and heat, and when I opened my eyes, the car was a mass of flames and I was outside, lying beside the motorcycle. The trooper was speaking to someone...

He was kneeling beside me, Mike in hand. I felt a cold ring of steel around my wrist. I was handcuffed to the trooper, and he was reporting in on his two-way radio...

**COME ON OUT AND GET US. I'LL WAIT HERE FOR YOU. THAT'S RIGHT SIXTEEN MILES SOUTH ON ROUTE 209...**

I was caught. Terror clawed at my racing heart. The trooper wasn't looking at me. He still thought I was out cold. It was my only chance...

I recognized his car by the description. The money's been burned. Yeah. Okay... see you in a few minutes. Oh, by the way, bring the master cuff-key. I haven't got mine...

Yeah... I got him. He's out cold. Wrapped up his car but I pulled him out before it caught fire.

That was all. I slipped into a world of darkness and heat, and when I opened my eyes, the car was a mass of flames and I was outside, lying beside the motorcycle. The trooper was speaking to someone...

I recognized his car by the description. The money's been burned. Yeah. Okay... see you in a few minutes. Oh, by the way, bring the master cuff-key. I haven't got mine...
I yanked hard and he lost his balance. He toppled over me and my free hand found his neck. His cry of surprise gurgled in his throat as my fingers closed around it...

I rolled over on top of him, straddling him. His free hand went for his gun and I kicked. It clattered across the concrete onto the gravel shoulder. His eyes bulged and his face turned red, then purple, and I held on...

Hey! G-g-g-h-h-h-gh-gh-gh...

And then his body went limp and I knew I'd strangled him. I started going through his pockets, looking for the key to the handcuffs...

Where is it, blast you? Where's the key?

No key! I guess I got a little hysterical. I ripped at his clothes, cursing. I dragged him to the motorcycle and started to rifle through the side packs when I remembered what he'd said...

Oh, by the way, bring the master cuff-key! I haven't got mine...

I was handcuffed to a corpse. And in a few moments, more cops would be there. I looked around wildly. Far down the long and straight road, a small speck appeared on the horizon...

I've got to get out of here.

I picked up the dead trooper and threw him across my shoulders. To try to use the motorcycle was out of the question. My one chance lay in making for the Bad Lands. I started to run...

I kept running until my heart felt like someone was trying to pound their way out of my chest. My throat felt like a steel band was wrapped around it... and my legs felt like rubber...

I've got to make the rocks before they get there and see what happened!
I lay behind a rock beside the trooper's body, sucking in the hot desert air and searching my pockets for my knife. But my pockets were empty. He must have cleaned me out while I was unconscious.

Gasp... Gasp... Gasp... I got a knife in my pocket. It's the only way I got to... get... Gasp... Free of him.

And then, far back across the burning sand, back at the road, I could hear the car squealing to a stop... They'll get me for sure. I haven't got enough of a lead! I... I...

I could see them getting out of their car, looking around at the smoldering wreck, the parked bike... They're not state troopers. One of them's a woman...

It was the break I needed. I'd caught my breath, so I hoisted the body to my shoulders again and started off...

Finally, towards morning, I collapsed from exhaustion. I lay beside the corpse, licking my lips and tasting the salty sweat. And suddenly I wanted a drink. I wanted a drink in the worst way, and I knew if I didn't do something fast, I'd die of thirst out there...

I've got to get free of this blasted body somehow... Darkness comes fast in the badlands. The shadows from the mountains off to the west drop down on you like a grey blanket, and the stars are suddenly twinkling overhead. I didn't sleep that first night. I kept going, carrying that corpse, stumbling in the blackness, getting up, and moving on... They'll never track me now. This is real rocky country and they can't use bloodhounds. They have nothin' to give the hounds to smell my car. Burned...
The sun came up in all its blazing fury and baked down on the rocks and the sand. I pulled and tugged, trying to wrench the cuffs from the corpse, now growing rigid with rigor mortis... it's no use! I've got to cut myself away...

And then his gleaming badge caught the sun's reflection and sent it streaming into my eyes. I giggled, ripping it from his uniform... of course! His badge! I'll just sharpen it on this rock...

Once, when I was a kid, I went down to the stockyards... to a slaughter house... and watched them slaughter a lamb and skin it. It made me sick. As the sharpened badge slit the white flesh, revealing the red, slimy muscles and tendons, I got sick again, just like that time so long ago...

The badge dropped from my hand, clattered to the rocky ground, and skidded down into a crevice. When I was finished emptying my guts of the last drop of liquid left in them, I realized what had happened...

The buzzards, they soared and circled, scarcely moving their wings. Their hungry screams echoed from rock to rock, summoning more...

I started to run... dragging the body... falling... getting up, but they stayed above me, circling, circling, their screeches laughing at me...

And then they were overhead... OH, LORD. WHAT'LL I DO? WHAT'LL I DO?

I kept going until I couldn't go on any further. My wrists bled where the handcuffs had torn the flesh. My lips were dry. Everything started spinning. I slipped to the ground. And as the blackness closed in, the screams seemed to come out of the hot air down toward me...
I was weak and dizzy and I had to fight to keep awake...to keep those horrible creatures away. And then I thought of my own chance...my one desperate chance to save myself...

The buzzards! They could save me. They don't eat live flesh...only dead. They could free me...

When I came to, I was shivering from the cold. It was night again. Beside me, the corpse lay rigid, and black shadows crouched upon it. I screamed...

I retched but there was nothing in me to heave. I lay back, shivering and perspiring, listening to the screams and the flapping of huge wings...

I lifted the partially eaten body and staggered on...searching...listening. But the only sounds I heard were the cries of the carrion birds overhead. By nightfall, my lips were cracked and my tongue was swollen and I perspired no longer...

The buzzards took up the chorus, their wings beating up into the blackness. They circled above me, frightened off by my cry...

They choked. They were feeding on him...

'They'll come back if I go to sleep. I can't let them come back! I've got to stay awake...

I'll die if I don't get free of him!

I'll die...

And as dawn of the fourth day broke, I lay on the hot burning sand staring up at the cloudless sky watching the buzzards circling lazily, screaming and soaring, swooping hungrily. And I waited...

C'mon, you lousy vultures! C'mon down here and feast! C'mon down here and set me free!
The glaring sun bakes down, and
my eyes smart but they do not
tear, for I have had no water
for four days. I wait, I wait
and I watch. And then, one of
them drops toward me...

I do not move. I do not dare.
I do not want to scare them off
again. I close my eyes, listening
to the beating of wings as the
others come down...

I listen to them tearing and
squealing and fighting among
themselves as they gorge upon
the dead flesh...

And I wait. I wait and listen to the tearing and
pulling and screeching and soft munching. And
then I look...

Oh, my lord!

No! No!

And I feel no pain as the vice-like jaws of the raw-
necked vultures close upon my flesh and peel it
from my bones. I cannot move... I cannot stop them.

The corpse beside me is practically stripped clean.
but I feel no nausea. I feel no revulsion. Not
even when I see the hulking shadow on my own
chest, tearing and ripping and squealing...

And I can only watch in silent horror as they feed
upon me. I can watch only until one of them
plucks my eyeballs from my skull...

For I am dead...

The End...
This new manual shows you how to get **HIGH SPEED & EXTRA POWER QUICK EASY** with any car.

Drive 45 Miles or more with 1 GAL, GAS!

**ZOOM AHEAD**

0 to 60 miles in 12 seconds

Increase top speed of your car up to 30 miles in 12 seconds

Secrets of Indianapolis Speedway Revealed!

The experts at the Speedway have shown you how to drive faster and save gas with this manual. Over 1000 secrets are yours for the asking!

**OVER 1000 SECRETS YOURS which do you want to know?**

- 20 Ways to save gas
- 10 Gallon mileage
- All about fuels & evaporation
- Better acceleration
- Altered Air pumping formulas
- How to build your own double-fold cylinders
- Making silo and fuel
- Carburetor tune-up hints
- Fuel & Power tuning
- All in one book!

Perfect for your needs and interests, this book contains everything you need to know to increase the top speed of your car. Order now and see your car perform like never before!
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Yes Pal! In 10 Minutes of Fun A Day YOU Can Become an All-Around, All-American HE-MAN Like We Did!

We were SKINNY WRECKS Like YOU! Before We Mailed Coupon YOU Too Can Become An AMAZING NEW HE-MAN If You Mail Coupon Now!

Hi SKINNY — they used to say before I took the Jowett Course. I was run down, anemic, ashamed in a bathing suit. Now I have added 30 lbs of steel strong muscle — 6' to my arms — 10" to my chest. Jowett has given me a new body that is the envy of the neighborhood.

Ken Grimm Chicago III

I gained 70 lbs of mighty muscle! You can be me in a matter of weeks through Jowett training. You can win a BIG SILVER TROPHY as I did. I went from SKINNY, puny 90 lbs to this ALL-AMERICAN HE-MAN. Now it looks like I'll make the football team just like you can too.

Ken Grimm

In 10 Minutes of Fun A Day I Changed from a SKINNY WEAKLING to a MIGHTY MAN. I gained 49 lbs — added 7" to my chest — 3" to each arm. With one hand I can now lift overhead a boy weighing 145 pounds. Jowett gives you muscle quality as well as quantity. Mail the ALL-FREE Coupon below as I did.

NOW, TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS!

COME ON, PAL, NOW YOU CAN WIN $100 AND A BIG 15" tall SILVER CUP!

Let me make YOU an ALL-AROUND HE-MAN as I made these former SKINNY and FLabby WEAKLINGS.

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET ALL 5 FREE PICTURE-PACKED COURSES Millions Have Been Sold for $1 And More Send 10c for Postage & Handling

PLUS FREE PHOTO BOOK HOW to Achieve MIGHTY ARMS

How to Build MIGHTY CHEST

How to Build MIGHTY BACK

How to Build MIGHTY GRIP

How to Become A SKINNY HE-MAN

Last Chance — All Free Coupon! 1. Photo Book of STRONG MEN 2. MUSCLE METER 3. Five Courses

Mail Coupon in Time for Free Offer and PRIZES!

Jowett Institute of Physical Training 220 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Dear George. Please mail me my FREE Jowett a Photo Book of Strong Men and a Muscle Meter plus all 5 HE-MAN Building Courses. I have to Bulge A Mighty Chest 3. How to Build a Mighty Arm 5. How to Build Mighty Legs — NOW — in One Volume! HOW TO BECOME A MIGHTY HE-MAN. ENCLOSED P&H 10c FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING (IN U.S.A.)

Tell me how to Win $100 and a Big Silver Trophy.

Name

Address

City

State

Age

DEPT. EN 35

Jowett — Largest Grantor in World for Physical All Around

He Man

— 5 WAY PROGRESSIVE POWER — the only method that builds you 5 ways fast. You saw years. DOLLARS LIKE MOVIE STAR Tom Tyler did. Like these champs did — Like MANY THOUSANDS like you did. SO

Develop YOUR 520 MUSCLES Gain Pounds, INCHES, FAST!

Friend. I've traveled the world. Made a LIFETIME STUDY of every way known to develop your body. I devised the BEST by TEST, my 5-WAY PROGRESSIVE POWER — the only method that builds you 5 ways fast. You save YEARS. DOLLARS LIKE MOVIE STAR Tom Tyler did. Like these champs did — Like MANY THOUSANDS like you did. SO

Mail Coupon in Time for Free Offer and PRIZES!
Start NOW to Enjoy the Hobby of Presidents and Kings with These Hundreds of Exciting Stamps

YOURS FREE these 235 fascinating stamps from all over the world. Each stamp different! Total price — in Standard Catalog — guaranteed to be AT LEAST FIVE DOLLARS! Yet ALL ARE YOURS FREE if you send for Complete Stamp Collector's Outfit described below. This amazing offer bound to go "like hotcakes." So mail coupon AT ONCE!

Start NOW to Enjoy the Hobby of Presidents and Kings with These Hundreds of Exciting Stamps

235 STAMPS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

Guaranteed Worth Over $5.00 at Standard Catalog Price!

ALL DIFFERENT!

Thousands — including some native pecking grains

United Nations — One is used in only post-offices in the world — UN building in New York

Russia — This building stamp was worth a whole MILLION RUBLES

Costa Rica — First official stamp of Central American republic

Here's EVERYTHING You Need to Start Enjoying THIS MOST FASCINATING of All Hobbies

Stamp collecting opens up new worlds of fun, profit, and adventure to you. Many successful people collect stamps — presidents, kings, executives, movie stars, explorers, athletes, etc.

Now it's easy to get started. Right with the 235 free stamps described above we will send you a complete stamp collector's outfit. If you decide to keep it, it's only one dollar. But if you don't think it's a bargain, send it back — we'll refund your dollar — AND YOUR POSTAGE, TOO!

The outfit contains the five items at left ... everything you need to start a stamp collection that can grow in value for the rest of your life!

Examine kit for 7 Days Without Risk!

Mail coupon and $1 now. The complete outfit — together with the 235 free stamps and other interesting offers — will be sent for a week's examination. Unless you're delighted, return it — we'll promptly refund your dollar and your postage, too.

LITTLETON STAMP CO., Dept. 3-EC
Littleton, New Hampshire

Send me FREE 235 foreign stamps — and a set of ANTI-COMMUNIST STAMPS, while supply lasts. Also send for 7 Days' Examination Complete Stamp Collector's Outfit.

j

Mail coupon as a deposit. After 7 days examination I may return everything except ANTI-COMMUNIST STAMPS which I must keep. And I will return your dollar and your postage, too.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

LITTLETON STAMP CO., Dept. 3-EC
Littleton, New Hampshire

Send me FREE 235 foreign stamps — and a set of ANTI-COMMUNIST STAMPS, while supply lasts. Also send for 7 Days' Examination Complete Stamp Collector's Outfit.

j

Mail coupon as a deposit. After 7 days examination I may return everything except ANTI-COMMUNIST STAMPS which I must keep. And I will return your dollar and your postage, too.

Name:

Address:

City: State: